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vector of weigh t ). + a: + p and hence ort hogonal 10 IJ unless 0: "" - (I. It , 
fo llows from (I) that the spaces o f tangent VI."C l ors 

arc mutually orthogonal wilh respect to w" as IX ranges o ver the sct of 
positive rools. Some of these tange nt vectors might be zero. To check 
whether the orbit is symp lectic we need to know th at if WI' vanishes all Ihis 
subspace then the tangen t veclOrs arc zero. Now [ £~, E-.l = r~ E t and 
r~ II = () .. cr )1l where ) . . a denotes the value of 1 on r~. We have thus proved 

Theorem. All orbit G · [v] in P(H) is symplectic if and Dilly if I) is (I weigh t 
L~c 'or s{l t islyiflg the followillg conditioll : If;' is the weight correspolldillg to II 

tllell ) .. a = 0 implies tllat £,11 = 0 for every root a:. 

(In part icular. regular weights. i.e .. those ). for which ) . . a =f=. 0 for an y a. give 
ri se to sy mplectic orbits wh ile the zero weight never gives rise to a symplec
tic o rbit (u nless the orbit is a point).) 

The descript ion of the Kaehler o rbits is essentialty a consequence of the 
Dorel- We il theorem. I f the orbit were a co mplex submanifo ld of P(H~ its 
tangent space would be stable under multiplication by i and so we would ge t 
an action of g C and hence of the complex group GC on the o rbit. The only 
compact Kaehler homogeneous Sp'lceS for yC arc o f the form GCtp where P 
contai ns a Dorc! subgro up. Thus [vJ is stabilized by a Bo rel subgroup and so 
II is .1 maximal weight vector. Thus 

I'roposiliun 2. There is olll}' olle KaeiJI£'r or/)il /lmi it is lire orbit oj a projec
tivi=£'d lIulximll /weiylrl vec lOr. 
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Four Applications of Nonlinear Analysis to 
Physics and Engineering 

Jerrold E. Marsden*t 

Inlroduclion 

My goal is to describe, in as accessible terms as possible. four separa te 
applications o f nonlinear ana lysis to relativity, elast ici t!. chao tic dy?a~ics 
and control theory tha t I have recently been involved wit h. The deSCriptions 
are in some sense superficia l since many interestin g technical points are 
glossed over. However. thi s is necessary to efficiently convey the na vo r of the 
methods. 

Most applications of ma thematics to .. rea l-life " pro blems of immediate 
need do not involve deep methods and ideas. For exa mple. the fo rce exerted 
o n an aircraft frame by the landing gear when the \'ehicle lands is best 
co mputed. at least a t first. by using undergraduate ma the matics. engi neerin g 
and ex perience. However applied mathematics in the br~ad sc~sc ranges 
fro m such problems of urgency 10 .- practical " pro blems II\volvlI\g dL"Cper 
mathe mat ics (compute the lift and flu tter charact~ r i s t i cs for a .design 
modification of the 747) th ro ugh to fundamenta l ph YSica l problems 10'101'1-

ing interactions with the frontier of mathema tics that nee~ not be of any 
im mediate " need" (is turbulence predictable from the Navler Sto kes equa-

tions alone '! ). . . 
T he appl ica tions I shalt speak abou t arc of the fund.~mellt.:tl k1l1d .11\ '10 1'1-

ing current research in mathematics and basic qu~stl ~.ns In p.hyslcs and 
engineeri ng that arc normally no t considered " pracII.ca l. Most. If not all. of 
the other lectures I have heard at this conference fall1l1 to the sa me category . 
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I have heard many arguments about what is and what is not" applied •• 
mathematics. and have seen rifts between individuals and whole depart
ments over this issue. For example, to some. general relativity is not applied 
mathematics, but quantum mechanics is. To others, even the most abstract 
continuum mechanics or control theory is applied mathematics while func
tional analysis or differential geometry used in any subject disqualifies that 
endeavor from being applied. This would all be very humerous if individuals 
did not take it so seriously. The results described below are •• applied n if the 
term is used in its broad sense. 

Space does not allow for the presentation of an accurate historical picture 
of each problem, nor for a thorough citation of other approaches. Most of 
this can, however, be tracked down by consultation of the literature which is 
cited at the end of the paper. 

1. Spaces of Solutions in Relativistic Field Theories· 

1.1 Vacuum Gravity 

A spacetime is a four dimensional manifold V together with a pseudo
Riemannian tensor field 9 of signature (+, +. +. -). Let Riem(g) denote 
the Riemannian-Christoffel curvature tensor computed from g. Relative to a 
chosen basis in the tangent space to Vat a point x E V. Riem(g) is given in 
terms of a four-index object denoted Rmlly6 • By contracting two indices, we 
construct the Ricci curvature Ric(g) (in coordinates Rm/l) and the scalar 
curvature R(g) (in coordinates R = R~m. The Einstein tensor is defined by 
Ein(g) = Ric(g) - !R(g)g (in coordinates. Gall = R:a/l - !R9:t1l)' The Einstein 
equations for vacuum gravity are simply that Ein(g) = 0 (which is equivalent 
to Ric(g) = 0). 

Let V be fixed and let $ be the set of all g's that satisfy the Einstein 
equations (plus some additional technical smoothness conditions). Let 
go E 8 be a given solution. We ask: what is the structure of tf in the neigh
borhood of go? 

There are two basic reasons why this question is asked. First of all, it is 
relevant to the problem of finding solutions to the Einstein equations in the 
form of a perturbation series: 

).2 
g().) = go +).h. + 2h2 + ... 

where). is a small parameter. If g().) is to solve Ein(g().» = 0 identically in A
then clearly h. must satisfy the lillearized Einstein equations: 

D Ein(g)· h. = 0 

• This section is based on joint work with J. Arms. A. Fischer and V. Moncrief. 
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where D Ein(g) is the derivative of the mapping g.- Ein(g). For such a 
perturbation series to be possible, is it sufficient that h. satisfy the linearized 
Einstein equations? i.e .. is hI necessarily a direction of linearized stability? 
We shall see that in general the answer is no. unless drastic additional 
conditions hold. The second reason why the structure of 8 is of interest is in 
the problem of quantization of the Einstein equations. Whether one quan
tizes by means of direct phase space techniques (due to Dirac, Segal. Sour
iau. and Kostant in various forms) or by Feynman path integrals. there will 
be difficulties near places where the space of classical solutions is such that 
the linearized theory is not a good approximation to the nonlinear theory. 

For vacuum gravity. let us state the answer in a special case: suppose go 
has a compact spacelike hypersurface MeV. (Technically. M should be a 
Cauchy surface and be deformable to a surface of constant mean curvature.) 
Let f/ '0 be the Lie group of isometries of go and let k be its dimension. 

neorem 

(1) If k = 0, then tf is a smooth manifold in a neighborhood of go witl. tangent 
space at go given by the solutions of the linearized Einstein equations. 

(2) If k > 0 tlren 8 is not a smooth manifold at 90. A solution h. of the 
lillearized equations is tangent to a curve in tf if and only if h. is sucl. that 
the Taub conserved quantities vanish; i.e.Jor every Killingfield X for 90. 

where Z is the unit normal to the hypersuTjace M. "." denotes contraction 
with respect to the metric go and lAM is the volume element 011 M. 

All explicitly known solutions possess symmetries. so while (1) is 
.. generic," (2) is what occurs in examples. This theorem gives a complete 
answer to the perturbation question: such a perturbation series is possible if 
and only if all the Taub quantities vanish. 

Let us give a brief abstract indication of why such second order condi
tions should come in. Suppose X and Yare Banach spaces and F: X -. Y is 
a smooth map. Suppose F(X 0) = 0 and x().) is a curve with x(O) = Xo and 
F(x().» = O. Let h. = x'(O) so by the chain rule DF(xo)· h. = o. Now sup
pose DF(xo) is not surjective and in fact suppose there is a linear functional 
lEY. orthogonal to its range: (I. DF(xo) . u) = 0 for all u EX. By differen
tiating F(x().» = 0 twice at ). = 0. we get 

D2F(xo) . (h •• h.) + DF(xo) . x"(O) = o. 
Applying I gives 

(I, D2F(xo) . (h •• h.» = 0 

which are necessary second order conditions that must be satisfied by h •. 
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It is by this general method that one arrives at the Taub conditions. The 
issue of whether or not these conditions are sufficient is much deeper, requir
ing extensive analysis and bifurcation theory (for k = I, the Morse lemma is 
used, while for k> 1 the Kuranishi deformation theory is needed). 

1.2 General Field Theories 

Is the above phenomenon a peculiarity about vacuum gravity or is it part of 
a more general fact about relativistic field theories? The examples which 
have been and are being worked out suggest that the latter is the case. Good 
examples are the Yang-Mills equations for gauge theory, the Einstein-Dirac 
equati?ns, the Einstein-Euler equations and super-gravity. In such examples 
there !s a gauge group pl~ying the role of the diffeomorphism group of 
spacetime for vacuum gravity. This gauge group acts on the fields; when it 
~es a field, it is a symmetry for that field. The relationship between symme
tnes of a field and singularities in the space of solutions of the classical 
equations is then as it is for vacuum gravity. 

For this program to carry through. one first writes the four dimensional 
equations as Hamiltonian evolution equations plus constraint equations by 
means of the 3 + 1 procedures of Dirac. The constraint equations then must 
(1) be the Noether conserved quantities for the gauge group and (2) satisfy 
some technical ellipticity conditions. For (1) it may be necessary to shrink 
the gauge group somewhat, especially for spacetimes that are not spatiaJly 
compact. (For example. the isometries of Monkowski space do not belong to 
the gauge group generating the constraints but rather they generate the total 
energy-momentum vector of the spacetime.) 

1.3 Momentum Maps 

The role of the constraint equations as the zero set of the Noether conserved 
quantity of the gauge group leads one to investigate zero sets of the con
ser~ed. qua~tities associated with symmetry groups rather generally. This 
tOPIC IS. of mterest not only in relativistic field theories, but in classical 
mechamcs too. For example the set of points in the phase space for" 
particles in 1R3 corresponding to zero total angular momentum in an inter
esting and complicated set. even for n = i! 

We s~all present just a ~int of the relationship between singularities and 
symmetries. The full story IS a long one; one finally ends up with an answer 
similar to that in relativity. 

First we need.a bit of notation. Let M be a manifold and let a Lie group G 
act on M. ASSOCiated to each element c! in the Lie algebra 9 of G. we have a 
vector field 'AI naturally induced on M. We shall denote the action by 
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«1>: G x M -+ M and we shall write «1>,,: M -+ M for the transformation of M 
associated with the group element g e G. Thus 

d 
~M(X) = dt «I>coP(,~)(x>I ,=0· 

Now let (P, w) be a symplectic manifold. so w is a closed nondegenerate 
two-form on P and let «I> be an action of a Lie group G on P. Assume the 
action is symplectic, i.e .• «I>:w = w for all 9 E G. A nwmentum mapping is a 
smooth mapping J: P -+ g* such that 

(dJ(x)' Vx • ,) = wx(~p(x1 vx ) 

for all ~ e g, Vx e 1'"P where dJ(x).is the derivative .o~ J at x, regarded as: 
linear map of T.,P to g* and <. ) IS the natural pairing ~twe~n 9 and 9 . 

A momentum map is Ad*.equivariallt when the followmg diagram com-

mutes for each g e G: 
~, 

,[-1, 
g*- g* 

.... 4:·, 

where Ad:_ 1 denotes the co-adjoint action of G on 9*' If J is Ad* equivariant, 
we call (P, w, G, J) a Hamiltonian G-space. . . 

Momentum maps represent the (Noether) conserved quantltles asso-
ciated with symmetry groups on phase space. This topic is of course a very 
old one, but it is only with more recent work of Souriau and Kostant that a 
deeper understanding has been achieved. 

Let .Cf xo = (the component of the identity of) {g e G ! gx 0 = x a}, called the 
symmetry group of Xo. Its Lie algebra is denoted On so 

J xo = {, e g!',.{xo) = o}. 

Let (P, w, G, J) be a Hamiltonian G-space. If Xa e P, Pa = J(xo) and if 

dJ(xa): 1'" P -+ g* 

is surjective (with split kernelt then locally r 1(Pa) is a manifold and 
{r 1(pH P e g*} forms a regula~ lo~al foliation of a .neighborhood of Xo' 
Thus, when dJ(xo) fails to be surJective, the set of solutions of J(x) = 0 could 

fail to be a manifold. 

Theorem. dJ(xa) is surjective if and only if dim .Cf xo = 0; i.e., J"o = to}. 

PROOF. dJ(xa) fails to be surjective iff there is a, :p. 0 such that (dJ(xo)' vxo ' 

o = 0 for all t'xo e T:r:o P. From the definition of momentum map, this is 
equivalent to w:r:o(~,,(xo), v.a;o) = 0 for all v:r:o. Since w"o is non-degenerate. 
this is, in turn, equivalent to c!p(xa) = 0; i.e., J.a;D =F to}. 0 
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One then goes on to study the structure of J-l(llo) when Xo has symme
tries, by investigating second order conditions and using methods ofbifurca
tion the.o~. It tuz:n.s out that, ~ in relativisti~ ~eld theories, r 1(110) has 
quadratic smgularlhes characterized by the vanlshmg of second order condi
tions. The connection is not an accident since the structure of the space of 
solutions of a relativistic field theory is determined by the vanishing of the 
momentum map associated with the gauge group of that theory. 

2. The Traction Problem in Nonlinear Elasticity. 

2.1 Terminology from Elasticity 

Let ~ C R3 be an open set with smooth boundary. We regard ;;d as a 
reference state for an elastic body. A configuration or deformation of 91 is a 
(smooth) embedding q,: 91 ..... R3. Let'(i denote all such q,'s. The derivative of 
q, is denoted F = Dq, and is called the deformation gr.adiem. The body's 
elastic properties are characterized by a stored energy function, a function W 
of X E (jJ and 3 x 3 matrices. Thus, given q, E fI, we get a function of X by 
the composition W(X, F(X». The (first) Pio/a-Kirchhoff stress tensor is 
defined by T = oW/oF, the derivative with respect to the second argument 
of W. We shall assume that the undeformed state is stress-free; i.e., T = 0 
When q, = identity. 

Let B: ~ ~ R3 denote a given body force (per unit volume) and 
T: 0&1 ~ R3 a given surface traction (per unit area). The equilibrium equa
tions for q, we shall study are 

DIV T + B = 0 in.stl 

T . N = T on ofiJ. (E) 

These equations are equivalent to finding the critical points in «J of the 
energy: 

Let !{J be the space of pairs 1= (B, f) of loads such that 

I B(X) dV(X) + f T(X) dA(X) = 0, 
~ a~ 

i.e., the total force is zero. By the divergence theorem, if I is a set of loads 
satisfying the equilibrium equations for some q" then I E !t'. 

• Based on joint Work with D. R. J. Chillingworth and Y. H. Wan. 
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2.~ Discussion of the Traction Problem 

If we were studying the displacement problem i.e., the boundary condition 
was q, prescribed on o(iJ, it would follow directly from the implicit function 
theorem that for any B near zero, there would be a unique q, near the 
identity satisfying the equilibrium equations. For the traction problem the 
kernel of the linearized equations consists of infinitesimal rigid body mot
ions and the implicit function theorem fails. In fact, the solution set bifur
cates near the identity and the geometry of the rotation group SO(3) plays a 
crucial role. We can trivially remove the translations by specifying the image 
of a given point in i1I, say q,(0) = O. 

Our problem is to study the solutions of the equations (E) for various I. 
The methods by which we do this are those of bifurcation theory and singu
larity theory. Interestingly, the solutions, even for small I, can be as complex 
as those for the buckling of a plate with 9 or more nearby solutions. 

That there are such difficulties with the traction problem was noticed in 
the 1930's by Signorini. The problem has been extensively studied by the 
Italian school, especially by Stoppelli. However. their analysis missed solu
tions because the methods used are not" robust;" i.e., they did not allow the 
loads to move in full neighborhoods (they did not include enough par
ameters). Moreover. others were missed because the global geometry of 
SO(3) was not exploited. Finally, the stability of the various solutions was 
not obtained. 

We shall give just a hint of our methods by sketching a new and much 
simplified proof of a theorem of Stoppelli in case there is no bifurcation. 

Let C1l: f(j ~ !{J be defined by 

CIl(q,) = (- DIV T, T· N) 

so the equilibrium equations are C1l(q,) = I. 
Let 

<6', = {u E 7;d~ I u(O) = 0 and Du(O) is symmetric} 

and let the equilibrated loads be those whose torque in the reference 
configuration is zero, i.e., 

IRe = {I E !{Jlt X X B(X) dV(X) + I.m X X t(X) dA(X) = o}. 
Assuming the appropriate ellipticity conditions from linear elasticity, we 
know that 

1)4)( id) I ... ,: ~ I -. !{J e 

is an isomorphism. . 
Let SO(3) act on f(i and !{J in the obVIOUS way: For Q E SO(3), q, E '(i and 

IE !t', let 

and (Q, 1)1-+ (Q 0 p, Q 0 f). 
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For I E ~, let (9, denote the SO(3) orbit of I: 

(9, = {Q/I Q E SO(3)}. 

Let I E ~,. Then I is said to have no axis of equilibrium it for aU e E SO(3 ~ 
e :/=0 we have 

el ~~,. 
i.e., any rotation of I destroys the equilibration. If I has an axis of equili. 
brium, then there is a vector e E 1R3 such that rotations of I about e map I into 
~., as is readily checked. 

Lemma (Da Silva's Theorem). Let I E ~. Then (!), f"I ~,,:;: 0. 

PROOF. Define the astatic load map k: !I' - M 3(3 x 3 matrices) by 

k(/) = K(B, T) = f X ® B(X) dV(X) + f X ® T(X) dA(X) 
n an 

so that I E ~e iff k(l) i~ symmetric. Now k is SO(3) equivariant: 

• 
~-M3 

' .. " j . j '0'31 

~-M3 

where the action on M 3 is (Q, A) 1-+ A Q - I, i.e., 

k(Ql) = k(I)Q-l. 

The result is now obvious from the polar decomposition. o 
We also assume that tz, is equivariant (called material frame indifference): 

o 
fj/-~ 

s.'" j j '0,," 

fj/ - IR 

Thus, to study the solutions of tz,(q,) = 1 for a given I, we can assume that 
IE ~,. 

2.3 A Proof of Existence and Uniqueness in the Simplest Case 

Suppose nOw that I E ~e is given and has no axis of equilibrium. The main 
theorem in this case is due to Stoppelli which we now prove. 

Lemma (a) dim (9, = 3 and (b) 11 (!I, eIRe = !I'. 
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PROOF. If dim (!), < 3, there would be a e :/= 0, e E SO(3) such that el = 0, 
which contradicts el rJ !e". Thus (a) holds. Also, by the no axis of equili· 
brium assumption, T,l9, f"I !I', = to}. Since!l'" has codimension 3 in !e and 
(a) holds, we get (b~ 0 

Let ~ be the restriction of tz, to f6'" regarded as an affine subspace of fj/ 
centered at the identity. As remarked before, 

D~(id): fj/, _~" 

is an isomorphism. In particular, it is one to one and so for q, in a neighbor. 
hood of the identity 

Range ~= N 

is a submanifold of !e tangent to !I', at the origin (see Figure 1). By the 
above lemma, 

{Q1IQ E a neighborhood U of ld E SO(3)} 

is a neighborhood of I in the normal direction to !e,. Thus 

{lQIIQ E U,l E (-t, e)} 

is the cone in the normal bundle to !e". 

Figure 1 The Geometry of Stoppelli's Theorem 

Since N is tangent to !I'" at 0, for 1 sufficiently small (!)).J will intersect N. 
Thus, for 1 sufficiently smaiL there is a unique Q in a neighborhood of the 
Identity such that 

tz,(q,) = lQI 

has a unique solution q, E fI,. Thus q, = Q-lq, solves tz,(q,) = 11. Thus we . 
have proved: 

Theorem (Stoppelli). Suppose I E !I', has no axis of equilibrium. Then for 1 
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sufficiently small, there is a unique ijJ E ~/ and Q in a neighborhood of the 
identity such that q, = Q-lijJ solves the Iraction problem: 

CJ»(q,) = )./. 

2.4 Discussion of the General Case 

The main problem is to study the situation when / is near a load 10 with an 
axis of equilibrium. To do so one must first classify how degenerate the axis 
of equilibrium is. This is done by classifying how the orbits of the action of 
SO(3) on M3 meet Sym, the symmetric matrices. There are five such types. 
For example, if A E M 3 has no axis of equilibrium and has distinct 
eigenvalues, then (!) A meets Sym transversally in four points (Type 0). If A, 
however, has no axis of equilibrium and two equal non-zero eigenvalues, t9 A 

meets Sym transversally in two points (with no axis of equilibrium) and a 
circle each point of which has an axis of equilibrium (Type 1). If A has a 
triple non-zero eigenvalue, (!) .. meets Sym transversally in one point (A itself) 
and in an 1Ii1?2, each point of which has a circle of axes of eqUilibrium (Type 
2). There are also the more degenerate types 3 and 4. 

When the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure from bifurcation theory is 
applied to this situation, one ends up with a bifurcation problem of vector 
fields on SI for type 1 and of vector fields on 1Ii1?2 for type 2. These can then 
be analyzed by singularity theory and one finds cusps and double cusps 
respectively. Previously, the best that was known was due to Stoppelli: he 
saw only particular sections of the cusps in type 1 and did not analyze type 2. 

3. Chaotic Oscillations of a Forced Beam· 

The study of chaotic motion in dynamical systems is now a burgeoning 
industry. The literature is currently in a state of explosion. We shall sketch 
an example from structural mechanics for which one can prove that the 
associated dynamical system has complex dynamics. Part of the interest is 
that methods of ordinary differential equations can be made to work for a 
certain class of partial differential equations. 

We shall state the result for the main example first and then sketch the 
abstract theory which is used for the proof. 

3.1 The Main Example 

Consider a beam that is buckled by an external load r, so that there are two 
stable and one unstable equilibrium states (see Figure 2). The whole struc
ture is shaken with a transverse periodic displacement, f cos wI, and the 

• Based 011 joint work with P. Holmes 
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r 

fcosw/ 

r 
Figure 2 The forced, buckled beam 

beam moves due to its inertia. One observes periodic motion about either of 
the two stable equilibria for small/. but asfis increased, the motion becomes 
aperiodic or chaotic. 

A specific model for the transverse deflection w(z, I) of the centerline of 
the beam is the following partial differential equation: 

tv + w"" + fw" - ,,(( [W'J2 dC)W" = £(f cos wt - cSw) (1) 

where' = iJ/iJt, ' = iJ/i)z, f = external load, " = stiffness due to .. membrane" 
effects, cS = damping, and I: is a parameter used to measure the size off and cS. 
Amongst many possible boundary conditions we shall choose W = w,. = 0 at 
z = 0, I, i.e., simply supported, or hinged ends. With these boundary condi
tions, the eigenvalues of the linearized, unforced equations, i.e., complex 
numbers A. such that 

A. 2W + Wi", + fw" = 0 

for some non-zero w satisfying w = W" = 0 at z = 0, 1, form a countable set 

).j = ±xjJf - xlp, j = I, 2, .... 

Assume that 

x 2 < r < 4x2, 

in which case the solution w = 0 is unstable with one positive and one 
negative eigenvalue and the nonlinear equation (I) with £ = 0,1( > 0 has two 
nontrivial stable buckled equilibrium states. 
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A simplified model for the dynamics of (I) is obtained by seeking lowest 
mode solutions of the form 

w(z, t) = x(t)sin(nz). 

Substitution into (1) and taking the inner product with the basis function 
sin(nz) gives a Duffing type equation for the modal displacement x(t): 

x - px + ccx l = e(i' cos wt - bi), (2) 

where p = n2(r - n2
) > 0, IX = "n4/2 and i' = 4f/n. 

Further assumptions we make on (1) are as follows: 

(1) (No resonance):pn2U2n2 
- r) =1= w 2,j = 2, 3, 4, .... 

(2) (Large forcing to damping ratio): 

f ( n r - n
2 

) ( w ) 
j> 3~ cosh 2Jr-n2 • 

(3) (Small forcing and damping): t is sufficiently small. 

On an appropriate function space X, one shows that (1) has well-defined 
dynamics; elements of X are certain pairs (w, w). In particular, there is a 
time 2n/w map P: X -+ X that takes initial data and advances it in time by 
one period of the forcing function. 

Theorem. Under the above hypotheses, there is some power pN of P that has an 
invariant set A c X on which ['Ii is conjugate to a shift on two symbols. In 
particular, (1) has infinitely many periodic orbits with arbitrarily high period. 

This set A arises in a way similar to Smale's famous •• horseshoe." 

3.2 Abstract Hypotheses 

We consider an evolution equation in a Banach space X of the form 

x =fo(x) + if.(x, t) (3) 
where f. is periodic of period T in t. Our hypotheses on (3) are as follows. 

(HI) (a) Assume fo(x) = Ax + B(x) where A is an (unbounded) linear opera
tor which generates a CO one parameter group of transformations on X and 
where B: X -+ X is CtD. Assume that B(O) = 0 and DB(O) = o. 

(b) Assumef.: X x S· .... X is Coo where S· = R/(T1 the circle of length T. 
Assumption 1 implies that the associated suspended autonomous system 

on X x S·, 

x = fo(x) + ef.(x, 0) 

IJ = I, (4) 
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has a smooth local ftow, F~. This means that F~: X x S· -+ X X SI is a 
smooth map defined for small 1 t 1 which is jointly continuous in all variables 
e, t, x EX, 0 E S· and for Xo in the domain of A, tl-+ F!(xo, 00 ) is the unique 
solution of (4) with initial condition xo, 00 • 

The final part of assumption 1 follows: 
(c) Assume that F~ is defilledfor all t E Rfor t > 0 sufficiently small. 

Our second assumption is that the unperturbed system is Hamiltonian. 
This means that X carries a skew symmetric continuous bilinear map 0: 
X x X -+ R which is weakly non-degenerate (i.e., O(u, v) = 0 for all v implies 
u = 0) called the symplecticform and there is a smooth function Ho: X .... R 
such that 

O(fo(x). u) = dHo(x)· u 

for all x in D A' the domain of A. 

(H2) (a) Assume that the unperturbed system x = fo(x) is Hamiltonian with 
energy Ho: X -+ R. 

(b) Assume there is a symplectic 2-manifold 1: c X invariant under thejlow 
F~ and tllat on 1: the fixed point PO = 0 has a homoc/inic orbit xo(t1 i.e., 

xo(t) = fo(xo(t» 

and 

Iimitxo(t) = limitxo(t) = O. 

Next we introduce a non-resonance hypothesis. 

(H3) (a) Assume thallheforcing lermfJ(x, t) in (3) has the form 

f.(x, t) = A.x + }{t) + g(x. t) (5) 

wlJere A.: X .... X is a bounded linear operator, f is periodic with period T, 
g(x, t) is t-periodic with period T and satisfies g(O, t) = O. D)(g(O, t) = 0, so g 
admits tile estimate 

Ilg(x, t)11 ~ (Const)llx I1 2 

for x in a neiglJborhood of o. 
(b) Suppose that the "linearized" system 

x,. = AXL + tAJx,. + &}{t) 

lJas a T-periodic solution XL(t, t) such that XL(I, t) = 0(£). 

(6) 

(7) 

For finite dimensional systems. (H3) can be replaced by the assumption 
that 1 does not lie in the spectrum of eTA; i.e., none of the eigenvalues of A 
resonate with the forcing frequency. 

Next, we need an assumption that A I contributes positive damping and 
that Po = 0 is a saddle. 
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(U4) (a) For e = 0, eTA has a spectrum consisting of two simple real 
eigenvalues e:tAT, ;. + 0, with the rest of the spectrum on the unit circle. 

(b) For e > 0, eT(A+eAaI has a spectrum consisting of two simple real 
eigenvalues eT.l·~ (varying continuously in efrom perturbation theory of spec
tra) with the rest of the spectrum, ~,inside the unit circle I z I = 1 and obeying 
the estimates 

C2e~distance(~,lzl = 1)~Cle 

for CI , C2 positive constants. 

(8) 

Finally, we need an extra hypothesis on the nonlinear term. We have 
already assumed B vanishes at least quadratically as does g. Now we assume 
B vanishes cubically. 

(US) B(O) = 0, DB(O) = 0, and D2B(O) = O. 

This means that in a neighborhood of 0, 

IIB(x)11 ~ Const IIxl1 3 

(actually, B(x) = 0(llxI12) would do). 

3.3 Some Technical Lemmas 

Consider the suspended system (4) with its flow F~: X x S' - X X SI. Let 
1": X -. X be defined by 

P'(x) = 1f1 • (FT{x, O» 
where 1f1 : X x S· - X is the projection onto the first factor. The map I" is 
just the Poincare map for the flow F~. Note that pO(Po) = Po, and that fixed 
points of I" correspond to periodic orbits of F~. 

Lemma I. For £ > 0 small, there is a unique fixed point Pc of I" near Po = 0; 
moreover p, - Po = O(e~ i.e., there is a constant K such that IIp.11 ~ Ke (for all 
(small) e). 

For ordinary differential equations, Lemma 1 is a standard fact about 
persistence of fixed points, assuming 1 does not lie in the spectrum of eTA 
(i.e., Po is hyperbolic). For general partial differential equations, the proof is 
similar in spirit but is more delicate, requiring our assumptions. An analysis 
of the spectrum yields the following. 

Lemma 2. For e > 0 sufficiently small, the spectrum of DP'(P,) lies strictly 
inside the unit circle with the exception of tire single real eigenvalue eTA, + > I. 

The next lemma deals with invariant manifolds. 
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Lemma 3. Corresponding to the eigenvalues eTA.:t. there are unique invariant 
manifolds W"(p,) (the strong stable manifold) and »"'(p,) (the unstable mani
fold) of P. for the map P. such that 

(i) J.iIU(p,) and J+"'(pc) are tangent to the eigenspaces of en,t, respectively, at 

P.; 
(ii) they are invariant under 1"; 
(iii) if x ~ W"'"(pe) then 

limit(P'r(x) =Pe 

and if x e W"(p.) then 

n-- DO 

(iv) for any finit~ t·, WU(p,) is C close as e - 0 to the homoclinic orbit xo(t), 
t. ~ t < c:tJ andfor anyfinite t., W"(p,) is C close to xo(t~ - c:tJ < t ~ t. 
as e - 0 (here, r is any fixed integer, 0 ~ r < c:tJ). 

The Poincare map I" was associated to the section X x (OJ in X x SI. 
Equally well. we can take the section X x {to} to get Poincare maps ~o· By 
definition, 

F.o(x) = 1f1 (FT{x. to». 

There is an analogue of Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 for ~o' Let Pe(tO) denote its 
unique fixed point and w:'(p,(to)) and ~(P.(to)) be its strong stable and 
unstable manifolds. Lemma 2 implies that the stable manifold WS(Pe) of P. 
has codimension 1 in X. The same is then true of WS(p,(to» as well. 

Let Y,(t) denote the periodic orbit of the (suspended) system (4) with 
y,(O) = (Pe' 0). We have 

y,{t) = (Pe(t), t). 

The invariant manifolds for the periodic orbit y, are denoted ~h'.1 W!(Y.) 
and ~(y.). We have 

and 

W!(P,(to» = W!(Ye) n (X x (to}) 

~(Pe(tO» = w:'(Ye) n (X x {to}) 

~(Pe(tO» = ~(y,) n (X x (to})· 

We wish to study the structure of ~(p,(to)) and W!(p,(to)) and their 
intersections. To do this, we first study the perturbation of solution curves in 
W!'(Y,~ W!(y,) and ~(y,). 

Choose a point, say xo(01 on the homoclinic orbit for the unpertur~d 
system. Choose a codimension 1 hyperplane H transverse to the homochmc 
orbit at xo(O). Since ~(P.(to» is C close to xo(01 it intersects H in a unique 
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point, say x!(to, to). Define (x;(t, to), t) to be the unique integral curve of the 
s~s~nded system (4) with initial condition x:{to, to). Define X~(l, to) in a 
slnular way. We have 

and 

~(to, to) = xo(O) + &rJl + 0(&2) 

by construction, where 110(&2.)11 s Constant· £2 and v' and If are fixed vec
tors. Notice that 

(F,orx:(to, to) = x!(to + nT, to) -. P.(to) as n -. 00. 

Since x!(t, to) is an integral curve of a perturbation, we can write 

x!(t, to) = xo(t - to) + txHt, to) + 0(&2~ 
where r.(t, to) is the solution of the first variation equation 

d s 
dt x1(t, to) = Dfo(xo(t - to» . xHt, to) + fl(XO(t - to~ t~ (9) 

with x1 (to, to) = 11'. 

3.4 The Melnikov Function 

Define the M elnikov function by 

L\(t, to) = n(fo(xo(t - to)~ x:(t, to) - ~(t, to» 
and set 

Lem~ 4. If t is sufficiently small and a.(lo) has a simple zero at some t alld 
~x,ma and minima that are at least O{t~ then W:(P.(to)) alld W:W:{lo)) 
Intersect transversally near xo(O). 

.The i~ea is th~t if a,(to) changes sign, then x:(to, to) - x:(to, to) changes 
onentall~n.relallve tofo(xo(O». Indeed,this is what symplectic forms meas
ure. If this IS the case, then as to increases, xJ{t I) and 0.JI(1 I) •• " 

d 
. ' 0, 0 "'. 0, 0 cross, 

pro ucmg the transversal intersection. 
The next lem~a gives a remarkable formula that enables one to explicitly 

compute the leadmg order terms in ac(to) in examples. 

Lemma S. The followillg formula holds: 

a,(to) = -£ Joo n(fo(xo(t - to)~fl(XO(t - to), t» dt + 0(r.2). 
-00 
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PROOF. Write at(t, to) = a: (t, to) - a; (t, to) + 0(£2), where 

a: (t, to) = !l{fo(xo{t - to)~ uHt, to» 

and 

Using (9), we get 

d 
dt a: (t, to) = !l(Dfo(xo(t, to)) . fo{xo{t - to)~ tx~ (t, to)) 
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. + !l(!o(xo(t - to», &{Dfo(xo(t - to»' xHt, to) + fl(XO(t - to), tm· 
Since fo is Hamiltonian, Dfo is !l-skew. Therefore the terms involving x~ 
drop out, leaving 

:t L\+(t, to) = !l(fo(xo(t - to)~ ifl(XO(t - to~ t». 

Integrating. we have 
00 

- at (to, to) = I: f !l(fo(xo(t - to)~ f. (xo(t - to~ r» dr, 
10 

since 

a:(oo, to) = !l(fo(Po), cfl(Po, 00» = 0, becausefo{po} = O. 

Similarly, we obtain 
10 

a,-(to, to) = £ f !l(fo(xo(t - to)~fl(XO(t - to~ t» dt 
-00 

and adding gives the stated formula. o 

We summarize the situation as follows. 

neorem. Let hypotheses (Hl)-(H5) hold. Let 
ao 

M(to) = f !l(fo(xo(t - to), fl(XO(t - to~ t» dt. 
-<Xl 

Suppose that M(to) has a simple zero as a function of to' Then for & > 0 
sufficiently small, the stable manifold W!(P,(to» of pJor ~o and the unstable 
numifold ~(Pt(to» intersect transversally. 

Having established the transversal intersection of the stable and unstable 
manifolds, one can now plug into known results in dynamical systems (going 
back to Poincare) to deduce that the dynamics must indeed be complex. In 
particular, the previous theorem concerning equation (1) may be deduced. 
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4. A Control Problem for a Beam· 

We wish to point out some unexpected peculiarities in a seemingly straight 
f~rward ~ontrol ~roblem. In particular, the naive methods used for ordinary 
d~fferentlal eq~atlons do not work for the partial differential equation we 
discuss. The difficulty has to do with controlling all the modes at once. If the 
energy norm is used, controllability is impossible. However, if a different 
asymptotic condition on the modes is used, control is possible. 

4.1 The General Scheme for Controllability 

Things will run smoothest if we treat the abstract situation first. We consider 
an evolution equation of the form 

U(I) = duet) + p(t~(u(t)) (1) 

where .r;{ generates a CO semigroup on a Banach space X, p(t) is a real value 
function of t that is locally LI, and ~: X -+ X is Cl

, k ~ 1. The control 
question we a,sk is: l~t Uo be given initial data for u and let T > 0 be given; 
does th~re eXist a neighborhood U of ~T Uo in X such that for any v E V 
there eXists a p such that the solution of (I) with initial data Uo reaches v after 
time T? If the answer is yes, we say (I) is locally controllable around the free 
solution e""uo. 

The obvious way to tackle this problem is to use the implicit function 
theorem. Write (1) in integrated form: 

, 
u(t) ~ ~'uo + f eCl-""'p(x~(u(s)) ds. 

o 
(2) 

Let p belong to a specified Banach space Z c LI([O. T). P!. Standard 
techniques using the contraction mapping theorem show that for short time 
(2) has a unique solution u(t. p, uo) that is C" in p and uo. If we assum~ 
II EM(x) II s C + Kllxll (for example, fJI linear will be of interest to us). then 
solutlo,ns a,re globally defin~d. so we do not need to worry about taking 
short time mtervals. The chOice p = 0 corresponds to the free solution e''''u , 
The derivative L: Z -+ X of u(T. p, uo) with respect to pat p = 0 is found by 
implicitly differentiating (2). One gets 

T 

Lp = f e('-""'p(s~<M(e''''uo) ds, (3) 
o 

The implicit function theorem then gives: 

Theorem. If L: Z -+ X is a surjective linear map, then {l);s locally controllable 
around the free solution. 

• Based on joint work with J. Ball and M. Slemrod. 
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For example, if X = Dr' and ;34 is linear, we can expand 

5
z 

e-s"'~e'''' = ~ + s[.!¥,~] + 2'[d. [d, 84]] + ... 

to recover the standard controllability criterion; 

dim span{~uo, [d, ~]uo. [d, [d. atl1uo .... } = n. 
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tr one wishes to only observe a finite dimensional piece of u. the above 
method is effective in examples. (By this we mean to control Gu. where 
G: X -+ Ill" is a surjective linear map ... this means we control n •• modes" of 
u.) However. even in the simplest examples, L may have dense range but not 
be onto. We give such an example below. 

4.2 Hyperbolic Systems 

Let A be a positive self-adjoint operator on a real Hilbert space H with inner 
product (,)H' Let A have a spectrum consisting ~f eig~nvalues. A.; • 
o < A., ~ ..1.z ~ ..1.J ~ ... with corresponding orthonormahzed ,eigenfunctions 
4>". Let B: D(A liZ) -+ H be bounded. We consider the equation 

w + Aw + pBw = O. 

This is in the form (1) with 

u = (:) 

and 

Here X = D(A 1/2) x Hand .w generates a CO group ofisometries on X. The 
inner product on X is given by the "energy inner product:" 

«YI' z,). (Yz, Z2)X = (A'IZy ,. Al/ZYZ)H + (z" %z),,· 

Write 

where 
If) 

L ..1.!(b! + c;) < 00. 
","I 
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and 

91e~·uo = ( ~ ) 
"'~l [a ... exp(iA.ms) + a ... exp( -iA ... s)]BtP ... . 

To simplify matters, let us assume that (BtP"" tPn>1I = d",~", .... Then 

( 
f ~dn {an exp(2iA.ns) - an exp( - 2iAns) - (an - an)}tPn) 

- .~ !JtJe'~ - n = 1 /I e ~- ~ d . 
"~l - i {an exp(2iA./ls) + a" exp( -2i)."s) + (a" + an)}tPn 

(4) 

This formula can now be inserted in to (3) to gi ve Lp in terms of the basis tPn . 
Since it generates a group, surjectivity of L comes down to the solvability of 

T 

f.p = f p(s)e - ...,., ~(e""" uo) ds = " (5) 
o 

for p(s) given hEX. 

4.3 An Example 

We consider a vibrating beam with hinged ends and an axial load p(l) as a 
control: 

WII + WJCJCJCJC + p(t)wJCJC = 0, 
(6) 

W = WJCJC = 0 at x = 0, 1. 

Here;'" = n2n2, tPlI = (l/j2)sin(nnx) and d" = - n2n2. We can seek to solve 
(5) for p by expanding p in a Fourier series. For example. take T ~ lin and 
attempt to find p's on [0, lin] by writing 

p(s) = Po + I{Pllz exp(2i,,2n2s) + PII2 exp( - 2i,,2n2s) (7) 

and suppressing the remaining coefficients. To do this it is natural to try 
choosing p's in L2. Inserting (4) and (7) into (5), we can determine h. Note 
that d"l;'" = -1 and {a"A,,} E 12 , If we write 

II = ( Ia",tP... ) 
I-A",fl ... tP ... ' 
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the condition for h to be in X is IA~ (cx~ + fl~) < 00. But the condition for II 
to be in the range of f.. with an L2 p is that {a" dn PnZ} E ' 2 , This is, however, a 
stronger condition than hEX. Thus, we conclude that f.. and hence L has 
range that is dense in but not equal to X. 

In fact, one can show that not only is L not surjective, but that (6) is not 
locally controllable in the energy norm. 

To overcome this difficulty one can contemplate more sophisticated in
verse function theorems, and indeed these may be necessary in general. 
However, for a class of equations that includes this example, a more naive 
trick works. Namely, instead of the X norm, make up a new space namely 
the range of f.. and use the graph norm. Miraculously, the solution U(I, p, uo) 
stays in this space and is still smooth in the new topology. In this stronger 
norm then, the implicit function theorem can still be used. The verification of 
these statements is somewhat lengthy, but in principle the method is 
straightforward. 
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